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SUMMARY

Transcription initiation requires formation of the
open promoter complex (RPo). To generate RPo,
RNA polymerase (RNAP) unwinds the DNA duplex
to form the transcription bubble and loads the DNA
into the RNAP active site. RPo formation is a multi-
step process with transient intermediates of un-
known structure. We use single-particle cryoelectron
microscopy to visualize seven intermediates con-
taining Escherichia coli RNAP with the transcription
factor TraR en route to forming RPo. The structures
span the RPo formation pathway from initial recogni-
tion of the duplex promoter in a closed complex to
the final RPo. The structures and supporting
biochemical data define RNAP and promoter DNA
conformational changes that delineate steps on the
pathway, including previously undetected transient
promoter-RNAP interactions that contribute to popu-
lating the intermediates but do not occur in RPo. Our
work provides a structural basis for understanding
RPo formation and its regulation, a major checkpoint
in gene expression throughout evolution.

INTRODUCTION

The transcription of cellular DNA cannot begin until RNA poly-

merase (RNAP) locates a promoter and forms the open promoter

complex (RPo). In RPo, RNAP unwinds �13 bp of DNA to form

the transcription bubble and loads the template-strand (t-strand)

DNA into the RNAP active site located within a deep cleft (Abas-

cal-Palacios et al., 2018; Bae et al., 2015; He et al., 2016; Nagy

et al., 2015; Plaschka et al., 2016; Tafur et al., 2016; Vorl€ander

et al., 2018; Zuo and Steitz, 2015). The vast majority of initiation

events in bacteria involve the RNAP catalytic core enzyme

(termed E, subunit composition a2bb
0u) combined with the

primary promoter specificity s factor (s70 in Escherichia coli

[Eco]; Feklı́stov et al., 2014; Gruber and Gross, 2003), or Es70.

Es70 functions as a molecular isomerization machine, using

binding free energy to generate RPo through a multi-step

pathway (Ruff et al., 2015).

Structures of bacterial RPo have been well characterized (Bae

et al., 2015; Boyaci et al., 2019; Hubin et al., 2017b; Narayanan

et al., 2018; Zuo and Steitz, 2015), but the structural basis for

RPo formation is poorly understood due to the transient nature

of intermediates along the pathway from initial Es70 recognition

of the duplex promoter in the closed complex (RPc) to the final

RPo (Ruff et al., 2015). Previous kinetic analyses used salt,

urea, and other perturbants to identify intermediates of RPo for-

mation in solution (Gries et al., 2010; Kontur et al., 2008, 2010).

Here, we used single-particle cryoelectron microscopy (cryo-

EM) to visualize RPo formation by Eco RNAP. To facilitate the

visualization of intermediates, we added TraR, an F plasmid-en-

coded transcription factor, and used a promoter that is inhibited

by TraR but forms stable intermediates, the S20 ribosomal pro-

tein promoter rpsT P2 (Lemke et al., 2011; Gopalkrishnan et al.,

2017; Chen et al., 2019b). Like its homolog DksA, TraR binds

directly to RNAP rather than to promoter DNA, regulating tran-

scription initiation in vitro and in vivo by increasing the occu-

pancy of intermediates on the pathway (Blankschien et al.,

2009; Gopalkrishnan et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2019b).

Using image classification approaches, we visualized 5 inter-

mediates formed by the wild-type (WT) rpsT P2 promoter, and

2 additional intermediates formed by amutant rpsTP2 promoter.

Our structures span the RPo formation pathway fromRPc to RPo

(Chen et al., 2019b). Features of the structures allow their place-

ment in an ordered pathway that provides a structural basis for

understanding RPo formation in all organisms.

RESULTS

TraR Stabilizes a Partially Melted Intermediate on the
rpsT P2 Promoter
Our initial studies focused on Es70 complexeswith thewell-char-

acterized rrnB P1 promoter, which forms an unstable RPo in the

absence of initiating nucleotide triphosphates (NTPs) that is in

rapid equilibrium with earlier intermediates (Gourse et al.,

2018; Rutherford et al., 2009). However, we could not detect

TraR-Es70-rrnB P1 complexes by native mass spectrometry

(nMS) or by cryo-EM, suggesting that these complexes were

too unstable under cryo-EM conditions (Chen et al., 2019a).
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The RPo formed on rpsT P2 is more stable than on rrnB P1 but

less stable than on many Eco promoters (Lemke et al., 2011),

and TraR-Es70-rpsT P2 complexes were detected by nMS, foot-

printing (Figures 1, S1A, and S1B), and cryo-EM (Figure 2).

A shift in the occupancy of the rpsT P2 promoter from RPo to

earlier intermediates was first detected by a shorter length of

protected DNA in DNase I footprints with RNAP at 23�C versus

37�C (Figure 1C, lanes 3 and 11), or upon the addition of TraR

at 37�C (Figure 1C, lanes 11 and 12; Gopalkrishnan et al.,

2017; protection indicated by colored lines). The downstream

protection boundary was shifted from +20 (characteristic of

Figure 1. Eco TraR-Es70 Forms Stable, Partially

Melted Complexes with an rpsT P2 Promoter Frag-

ment

(A) The WT-rpsT P2 promoter fragment (�60 to +25) used for

nMS and cryo-EM.

(B) nMS spectra and the corresponding deconvolved spectra

for TraR-Es70 complexeswith the rpsT P2 promoter fragment

(A). TraR binds to Es70 in a 1:1 stoichiometry, forming a 471-

kDa complex. Upon incubation of this complex with the

promoter DNA (52 kDa), a predominant charge state series

for the TraR-Es70-promoter assembly (524 kDa) was

observed.

(C) Detection of unpaired thymines by KMnO4 footprinting of

Es70 complexes formed with the WT-rpsT P2 or T�7A

promoters ± TraR, and DNase I footprint protection ranges,

shown by red or blue lines above each lane (dashed lines:

partial protection). Strand cleavage of modified thymines at

23�C (lanes 2–7) or 37�C (lanes 10–15) was detected by gel

electrophoresis of DNA fragments 32P end-labeled in the nt-

strand 3’ end. Lanes 1 and 9: A+G sequence ladder. Modified

thymines at �10, �8 and �4 are indicated in red above and

below gel, and on the section of the WT-rpsT P2 sequence

shown below the gel (�10 element shaded in pink). Black

arrow: transcription start site (see Figures S1A and S1B for

DNase I footprints at 23�C; for 37�C footprints, see Go-

palkrishnan et al., 2017).

See also Figure S1.

RPo at most promoters) to +6, with respect to

the transcription start site at +1 (Figure 1A) by

reduction of the temperature or by the inclusion

of TraR. The upstream protection boundary

(�54) remained unchanged, indicating that an in-

termediate complex is formed at rpsT P2 either

by reducing the temperature or by TraR.

The pattern of unstacked thymines detected by

KMnO4 footprinting (Ross and Gourse, 2009) in

these complexes suggested that the transcription

bubble was partially melted. At both 23�C and

37�C with RNAP alone, non-template strand (nt-

strand) Ts at �10, �8, and �4 were KMnO4 reac-

tivewith RNAP alone (Figure 1C, lanes 3 and 11; Ts

at +3, +4, and +5 in the 37�C complex were also

reactive; lane 11, indicating ‘‘scrunching’’ of a mi-

nor fraction of the complexes at this temperature;

Winkelman et al., 2016). The almost-totally

conserved nt-strand T at the �7 position (T�7(nt);

Shultzaberger et al., 2007) was not reactive, re-

flecting its protection from KMnO4 by binding in a pocket of

s70 subunit domain 2 (s70
2) (Feklistov and Darst, 2011). At

23�C, TraR increased the KMnO4 signal at �10 and reduced

the signals at �8 and �4, suggesting that TraR stabilized a

partially melted intermediate (Figure 1C, lane 4). Lower temper-

ature, combined with use of the T�7A(nt)-substituted promoter,

strengthened the �10 signal even further and eliminated the

signal at �4, independent of TraR (Figure 1C, lanes 6 and 7).

We infer that all 3 perturbations (TraR, reduced temperature,

and T�7A(nt)) shift the population to earlier DNA melting

intermediates.
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Two lines of evidence suggest that TraR stabilizes partially

open intermediates. First, a higher percentage of rpsT P2 DNA

was incorporated into complexes with Es70 with TraR than

without, as detected by nMS (compare Figures 1B and S1C).

Second, the KMnO4-reactive band at position �10 seen in the

presence of TraR (Figures 1C and S1D, lanes 1 and 2) was

also observed when the reaction was performed with RNAP

containing a small deletion in the clamp module that prevents

stabilizing interactions with downstream duplex DNA in RPo

(b0D215-220-RNAP; Bartlett et al., 1998), but not with promoter

DNA alone (Figure S1D, lanes 3–5). These results suggest

that rather than populating an earlier intermediate indirectly by

destabilizing RPo, TraR stabilizes the earlier intermediate directly

(Galburt, 2018; Chen et al., 2019b).

Structures along the Promoter Melting Pathway
TraR-Es70 complexes were incubated with the WT-rpsT P2 pro-

moter fragment (Figure 1A) or a promoter variant (rpsT P2*; Fig-

ure 2A) engineered to trap early melting intermediates detected

by KMnO4 (Figure 1C, lane 7) and DNase I footprinting (Fig-

ure S1A). Noncomplementary base pairs at �11 to �10 were

introduced in rpsT P2* to favor bubble nucleation, while the

T�7A(nt) substitution was made to disfavor propagation of down-

streambase opening. Basal transcription (without TraR) from rpsT

P2* was very weak compared withWT-rpsT P2 (Figure S1E), indi-

cating that these substitutions depopulated RPo. TraR inhibited

transcription from the WT-rpsT P2 promoter fragment (Figure 1A)

under conditions similar to those used for cryo-EM (Figure S1F).

The TraR-Es70-promoter complexes were visualized by cryo-

EM. Steps of maximum-likelihood classification (Scheres, 2012)

revealed 5 TraR-Es70-WT-rpsT P2 structures (T-RPc, T-RPi1,

T-RPi2, T-preRPo, and T-RPo; Figure 2A) at 3.4–3.9 Å nominal

resolution and 3.0–3.4 Å in the central core of the structures (Fig-

ures S2–S4; Table S1). Classification of TraR-Es70-rpsT P2*

complexes gave rise to 2 distinct structures (T-RPi1.5a and

T-RPi1.5b; Figure 2A) at 3.5 and 3.0 Å nominal resolution, with

the central core of the structures resolved to 3.0 and 2.6 Å,

respectively (Figures S4 and S5; Table S1). In our structural anal-

ysis, we also include a previously determined nominal 3.4-Å

structure of a complex between Es70 and the WT-rpsT P2 pro-

moter fragment prepared in the absence of TraR (RPo; Figure 2A;

Chen et al., 2019b).

Figure 2. Eco Es70 Promoter Melting Inter-

mediates on the rpsT P2 Promoter

(A) Overall structures of promoter melting in-

termediates obtained by cryo-EM. Proteins are

shown as transparent surfaces (aI, aII, u, light

gray; aCTD, pale lemon; b, pale cyan; b0, light pink;
s70, light orange; TraR, pale green). The Es70

active site Mg2+ is shown as a sand-colored

sphere. The promoter DNA is shown as cryo-EM

difference density (nt-strand, gray; t-strand, dark

gray;�35 element, yellow;�10 element, hot pink).

The eight structures were derived from three

samples. Sample 1: T-RPc, T-RPi1, T-RPi2, T-

preRPo, and T-RPo structures were obtained with

TraR and the WT-rpsT P2 fragment (Figure 1A);

sample 2: T-RPi1.5a and T-RPi1.5b were obtained

with TraR and rpsTP2* (boxed in green; nucleotide

substitutions in rpsT P2* are colored green); and

sample 3: RPo was determined previously with

WT-rpsT P2 without TraR (Chen et al., 2019b). In

the early complexes (boxed in orange), s70
1.1

occupies the Es70 channel. In the late complexes

(boxed in gray), downstream duplex DNA

occupies the channel.

(B) Structural properties used to order the com-

plexes in the RPo formation pathway. (Top)

Plotted in orange (left scale) is the s70-DNA inter-

face area (Å2) (Krissinel and Henrick, 2007).

Plotted in black (right scale) is the most down-

stream protein-duplex DNA contact. For T-RPi1,

T-RPi1.5a, and T-RPi2, most or all of the down-

stream duplex DNA was disordered, so no point is

included. (Bottom) Plotted in black (left scale) is

the extent of the transcription bubble. For T-RPi1

and T-RPi2, the downstream fork of the tran-

scription bubble was disordered, so no point is

included. Plotted in magenta (right scale) is the

root-mean-square deviation of a-carbon positions

(Å) for each complex superimposed with RPo.

See also Figures S2–S5 and Table S1.
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The eight complexes observed by cryo-EM with rpsT P2 and

rpsT P2* were ordered in the pathway such that the DNA-s70

interface area, the downstream boundary of the DNA-RNAP

contacts, and the extent of the transcription bubble monotoni-

cally increased, while the root-mean-square deviation of a-car-

bon positions of each complex compared to RPo decreased

monotonically, with progress along the pathway (Figure 2B). A

clear demarcation between early and late complexes could be

made based on the presence of the N-terminal domain of s70,

s70
1.1 (early complexes), or downstream duplex DNA (late com-

plexes) in the RNAP channel (Bae et al., 2013; Mekler

et al., 2002).

In all eight structures, Es70 interacts with upstream promoter

DNA (from �43 to �17) in the same manner: (1) domain 4 of

s70 (s70
4) engages specifically with the major groove of the pro-

moter �35 element from �37 to �30 (Campbell et al., 2002), (2)

an a-subunit C-terminal domain (aCTD) binds just upstream of

s70
4, interacting with the DNA minor groove from �43 to �38

(Benoff et al., 2002; Ross et al., 1993, 2001) and with s70
4

(Ross et al., 2003), and (3) conserved residues of the b0zipper
(b0Y46 and R47) interact with the DNA backbone from �18 to

�17 (Bae et al., 2015; Yuzenkova et al., 2011). By contrast,

Es70 interacts with the promoter DNA downstream of �17 in

diverse configurations that we propose represent steps on the

RPo formation pathway (Figure 2A).

Structure of a Closed Complex
Initial recognition of the duplex promoter sequence before

melting is thought to give rise to the closed complex, RPc (Ruff

et al., 2015). RPc has been enriched at some promoters by the

formation of the complex at 0�C–4�C. DNase I or hydroxyl-

radical footprinting revealed an upstream DNA protection in

RPc similar to that in RPo (Kovacic, 1987; Schickor et al.,

1990). However, downstream protection extended only to

��3, with weak protection sometimes extending to �+2 (Kova-

cic, 1987; Schickor et al., 1990), indicating that the duplex DNA

downstream of the �10 element was mostly solvent exposed.

The earliest complex in our pathway (T-RPc, Figures 2A and 3),

which contains entirely duplex DNA and thus precedes the

nucleation of transcription bubble melting, forms Es70-promoter

interactions consistent with these earlier footprinting results.

In T-RPc, base-specific protein-DNA interactions do not occur

within the�10 element (Figures 3B and S6A), which is consistent

with the conclusion that recognition of the �10 element

sequence is coupled with melting (Feklistov and Darst, 2011).

The duplex�10 element DNA is drawn to a shallow, basic chan-

nel on the Es70 surface (Figure 3C) by phosphate backbone in-

teractions with invariant basic residues of s70
2 (R436, R441,

R451) and s70
3 (K462, R465) (Figure 3B). Sequence-specific

recognition of the �35 element by s70
4 fixes the register of the

DNA with respect to Es70, positioning the critical and conserved

Figure 3. Structure of the TraR-Es70 Closed

Promoter Complex (T-RPc)

The structures determined at top are ordered

through the RPo formation pathway (see Figure 2).

T-RPc, highlighted in red, is the focus of this figure.

(A) Orthogonal views of T-RPc. The proteins are

shown as molecular surfaces, DNA is shown as

Corey-Pauling-Koltun (CPK) spheres. The proximal

(adjacent to s70
4) and distal (further upstream)

aCTDs were visualized in two co-existing disposi-

tions on the DNA upstream of the �35 element,

head-to-tail (boxes i and iii) and head-to-head

(boxes ii and iv). The region around the duplex �10

element (box v) is magnified in (B).

(B) Magnified view of Es70 interactions with the

duplex �10 element showing the absence of

sequence-specific interactions (Feklistov and

Darst, 2011). The DNA is shown as sticks, with the

A�11(nt) base highlighted in CPK spheres, and the

location of the cognate binding pocket in s70
2

(yellow side chains) occupied by A�11(nt) in sub-

sequent intermediates indicated by a dashed black

line connecting A�11(nt) to the pocket. RNAP is

shown as a transparentmolecular surface. The side

chains shown as CPK spheres (s70
2 R436, R441,

R451; s70
3 K462, R465), absolutely conserved

among primary s (Gruber and Bryant, 1997),

interact with the duplex DNA phosphate backbone.

(C) The electrostatic charge distribution (Baker

et al., 2001) is shown on the molecular surface of

the T-RPc RNAP (same view as the right view of A).

The DNA is shown as an illustration.

Color-coding for (A) and (B) is shown in the key.

See also Figure S6.
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A�11(nt) (Shultzaberger et al., 2007) in line with the s70
2 residues

that ultimately capture the flipped-out base to nucleate tran-

scription bubble formation (Feklistov and Darst, 2011; yellow

residues in Figure 3B). DNA downstream of the �10 element

(�2 to +2) interacts with the tip of the bprotrusion, introducing

an �17� bend in the DNA helical axis centered within the �10

element (Figure 3A).

Upstream of the aCTD proximal to s70
4, all of the Es

70-rpsT P2

structures showed cryo-EM density corresponding to a distal

aCTD bound to DNA, but only in T-RPc was this density inter-

pretable. Focused classification of this region upstream of the

�35 element revealed two dispositions of the aCTDs, head-to-

head (�53% of the particles) and head-to-tail (�47%), with

altered upstream DNA trajectory (Figure 3A, compare boxes iii

and iv). In all of the cases, the linkers connecting the aCTDs

with the aNTDs were disordered, therefore we could not assign

which aNTD was connected to which aCTD. These structures

highlight the dynamic nature of the flexibly tethered aCTDs,

which tune expression via variable interactions with s70
4, tran-

scription factors, and upstream DNA sites (Ross et al., 1993,

2003; Estrem et al., 1998; Ross and Gourse, 2005; Benoff

et al., 2002; Lee et al., 2012).

Transcription Bubble Nucleation and the s70 W-Dyad
The key event in the nucleation of promoter melting is thought to

be the flipping of the A�11(nt) base from the duplex DNA into its

s70
2 pocket (Chen and Helmann, 1997; Feklistov and Darst,

2011; Heyduk et al., 2006; Lim et al., 2001) and isomerization

of an invariant W-dyad of s70
2 (W433/W434) from an ‘‘edge-

on’’ (Figures 4B and 4C) to a ‘‘chair’’-like conformation (Fig-

ure 4D). In the chair conformation, the W433 side chain rotates

away from W434, fills the space vacated by the flipped-out

A�11(nt), and forms a p-stack with the face of the exposed

�12(nt) base (Bae et al., 2015).

In T-RPi1, the A�11(nt) base is flipped and entering its cognate

s70
2 pocket (Figure 4C). Notably, the W-dyad remains in its

edge-on conformation (Figure S6B). The edge-on orientation of

the W433 side chain in T-RPi1 sterically clashes with the

�12 bp, and the cryo-EM density indicates transient melting of

the �12 bp in this intermediate (Figures 4C and S6B). In all of

the subsequent structures in the pathway (T-RPi1.5a / RPo),

the flipped-out A�11(nt) base is fully engaged in its pocket and

the �12 nucleotides are clearly base paired (Figures 4D and

S6C). In T-RPi1.5b/RPo,W433 is rotated into the chair confor-

mation and stacked with the �12(nt) base, but in the T-RPi1.5a

intermediate (between T-RPi1 and T-RPi1.5b), the cryo-EM den-

sity for W433 is poorly resolved and does not unambiguously

define the edge-on or chair conformations (Figure S6C). We

modeled T-RPi1.5a with W433 in the chair conformation due to

the strong apparent density for the �12 bp, but we propose

that in T-RPi1.5a, the conformation of W433 and the disposition

of the�12 bp is dynamic, giving rise to the poorly resolved cryo-

EM density.

Although there is fragmented cryo-EM density for the down-

stream duplex DNA in T-RPi1, the density is uninterpretable,

andwe have not modeled the downstream edge of the transcrip-

tion bubble or the downstream DNA (Figure 4C). Nevertheless,

T-RPi1 supports a model in which transcription bubble nucle-

ation begins before DNA enters the RNAP cleft. The entire

T-RPc 4 T-RPi1 4 T-RPi1.5a transition, illustrating transcrip-

tion bubble nucleation and possible W-dyad isomerization, is

shown in Video S1.

Transcription Bubble Propagation and the Protrusion
Pocket
In T-RPi1.5a (obtained with rpsT P2*; Figure 2A), the nascent

transcription bubble is only 2 nt (the engineered bubble from

�11 to �10), and density for �7 bp of downstream duplex

DNA is interpretable (Figure 4D). Further along the pathway, in

the transition from T-RPi1.5a to T-RPi1.5b, the transcription bub-

ble extends to 5 nt (�11 to �7), the flipped-out A�11(nt)

completely engages its cognate s70
2 pocket, and nt-strand

phosphate-backbone interactions from �10 to �8 with s70
2

are established as in RPo (Figures 5A–5C). Presumably because

of the T�7A(nt) substitution in rpsT P2* (Figure 5A), the mutant

A�7(nt) base is not engaged in thes70
2 pocket normally occupied

by the conserved T�7(nt), and the entire �7(nt) nucleotide is

disordered (Figure 5C).

In all of the structures with TraR bound (except for T-RPo),

TraR establishes a significant interface with the RNAP blobe-

Si1 domains, inducing an �18� rotation of the blobe-Si1 toward

TraR and away from the bprotrusion (Figures 5B and 5C) (Chen

et al., 2019b). Rotation of the blobe-Si1 widens the gap between

the bprotrusion and the blobe by�9 Å (Figure S5D). The new po-

sition of the blobe alters blobe-s70
1.1 interactions (Chen et al.,

2019b), but interactions between the blobe-gate-loop (GL; b res-

idues 371–376) and s70
1.1 that pinch off further DNA access to

the RNAP cleft are maintained. The GL barrier hinders further

DNA melting and entry into the RNAP cleft, while the widened

gap between the bprotrusion and blobe provides a channel to

accommodate the downstream duplex DNA (Figure 5C). The

T-RPi1.5a 4 T-RPi1.5b transition is shown in Video S2.

Because of the short transcription bubble and the novel dispo-

sition of the downstream duplex DNA, the single-stranded

t-strand DNA in TraR1.5b follows a path between s70
2 and the

bprotrusion that is not as deep into the RNAP cleft as complexes

later in the pathway (Figure 5D). In this intermediate path of the

DNA, the �9 t-strand base (T�9(t)) flips toward the bprotrusion

and binds in a distinct pocket in the underside of the bprotrusion

that has not been described previously (referred to here as the

protrusion pocket; Figures 5D and S7A). The T�9(t) is protected

from KMnO4 reactivity in the presence of TraR compared to

without TraR (Figure S7B), presumably due to protrusion pocket

binding. Residues that form the protrusion pocket and interact

with T�9(t) (Figure 5D) are conserved among bacterial RNAPs,

especially in proteobacteria such as Eco (Figure S7C), pointing

to functional importance. The backbone carbonyl of bM492

and the backbone amide of bN494 form hydrogen bonds with

the T�9(t) base, suggesting that the protrusion pocket is thymine

specific (Figures 5D and S7A). The protrusion pocket would be

unable to accommodate a purine without significant rearrange-

ment of the DNA phosphate backbone (Figure S7D).

To test whether binding of T�9(t) in the protrusion pocket has

functional consequences, we constructed structure-guided

RNAP protrusion pocket mutants bA474V and bA474L. These

substitutions were expected to fill the pocket, excluding the
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Figure 4. T-RPc 4 T-RPi1 4 T-RPi1.5a;

Transcription Bubble Nucleation

(A) At top, the order of structures through the RPo

formation pathway (see Figure 2). The progression

from T-RPc 4 T-RPi1 4 T-RPi1.5a, highlighted

in red, is the focus of this figure. (Bottom) The

sequence of the duplex rpsT P2 promoter fragment

is shown, with the region of the promoter visualized

in the panels below highlighted.

(B–D) At left, overall view of T-RPc (B), T-RPi1 (C),

and T-RPi1.5a (D). Es70 is shown as a molecular

surface with promoter DNA shown as an illustration

(color-coded as in Figure 2A). The s70 W-dyad is

dark orange. The boxed region is magnified at right.

(Right) Magnified view of promoter�10 element and

W-dyad. Promoter DNA is shown in stick format

with the A�11(nt) base highlighted with CPK

spheres. s70 is shown as a backbone worm (pale

orange), but with side chains of residues that

interact with A�11(nt) in RPo shown (orange). The

W-dyad is highlighted with transparent CPK

spheres.

(B) T-RPc: The �10 element is completely duplex

and the W-dyad is in the edge-on conformation.

(C) T-RPi1 and transcription bubble nucleation:

A�11(nt) is flipped out of the duplex toward its

cognate s70
2 pocket, nucleating �10 element

melting. Steric clash with the edge-on conformation

of the W-dyad disrupts the �12 bp. Downstream

DNA lacks cryo-EM density and is presumed to be

highly dynamic.

(D) T-RPi1.5a: the flipped-out A�11(nt) more fully

engages with its cognate s70
2 pocket. We modeled

the W-dyad in its chair conformation (Bae et al.,

2015), allowing the�12 bp to reform. The T-RPi1.5a

structure was obtained with the mutant rpsT P2*

promoter (base substitutions are green).

See also Figure S6 and Video S1.
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thymine base (Figure 5D). There was a significant increase (2- to

3-fold) in the half-maximal inhibitory concentration (IC50) for the

inhibition by TraR of 2 promoters containing T�9(t), WT-rpsT P2

and rrnB P1, with the greater effect resulting from the substitution

with the larger side chain (Figures 5E, S7E, and S7F). Thus, steric

occlusion of the pocket by these RNAP substitutions reduces the

efficiency of TraR inhibition.We conclude that T�9(t) binding in the

protrusion pocket contributes to TraR-mediated stabilization of

intermediate T-RPi1.5b, and that this stabilization is important

for the mechanism of inhibition by TraR. By contrast, the protru-

sion pocket substitutions had no effect on the activation of

thrABC by TraR, as expected (Figures 5E and S7G), since this

promoter has a t-strand G at �9 (G�9(t)) instead of a T, and this

step is not rate limiting at activated promoters (Chen et al.,

2019b). The RNAP substitutions did not affect basal transcription

at the limited number of promoters tested here. We suggest that

eliminating the T�9(t) interaction in the protrusion pocket would

affect only promoters with the appropriate kinetic characteristics

(Galburt, 2018; Chen et al., 2019b).

In T-RPi1.5b, promoter DNA establishes many Es70 contacts

that are unique to this intermediate; these contacts are either

altered or absent in the subsequent RPo-like complexes

(T-RPo or RPo; Table S2). Like the conserved residues that

form the protrusion pocket interaction with T�9(t) in T-RPi1.5b

(Figure 5D), many other conserved residues in the bprotrusion,

blobe, and s70 participate in promoter contacts in T-RPi1.5b,

Figure 5. T-RPi1.5a 4 T-RPi1.5b; Tran-

scription Bubble Propagation and the Pro-

trusion Pocket

(A) At top, the order of structures through the RPo

formation pathway (see Figure 2). The progression

from T-RPi1.5a4 T-RPi1.5b, highlighted in red, is

the focus of this figure. (Bottom) The sequence of

rpsT P2* is shown, with the region of the promoter

visualized in the panels below highlighted.

(B and C) Overall view of T-RPi1.5a (B) and

T-RPi1.5b (C). Es70 is illustrated as a molecular

surface with promoter DNA (color-coded as in the

key). The bprotrusion (light blue) is transparent,

with an outline. The rotation of the blobe-Si1

domains (slate blue) induced by TraR is indicated

by the slate blue arrow.

(B) T-RPi1.5a.

(C) In T-RPi1.5b, DNA phosphate backbone con-

tacts between nt-strand �10 to �8 and s70 are

established as in RPo. The �7(nt) base is posi-

tioned over its cognate pocket in s70 (highlighted in

yellow), but is not bound in the pocket due to the

T�7A(nt) substitution of rpsT P2*. The T�9(t) base

flips up and is bound in the protrusion pocket on

the underside of the bprotrusion. blobe residues

R378 and R394, 2 of many residues that interact

with the DNA in T-RPi1.5b, but not in RPo (Table

S2), are highlighted (dark blue).

(D) The protrusion pocket, viewed from the un-

derside of the bprotrusion. The bprotrusion is

shown as a backbone worm with a transparent

molecular surface. The T-RPi1.5b t-strand DNA is

shown as a thin backbone worm with phosphate

atom positions denoted by CPK spheres. The

T�9(t) base, bound in the protrusion pocket, is

shown as sticks. The t-strand DNA backbone

paths for T-RPi1.5a (precedes T-RPi1.5b in the

RPo formation pathway) and T-RPo (follows

T-RPi1.5b) are shown for comparison. Protrusion

pocket residues that interact with the T�9(t) base

are shown as sticks and colored cyan. Thymine-

specific hydrogen bonds betweenRNAP and T�9(t)

are denoted by dark gray dashed lines.

(E) Effect of bA474 substitutions on TraR-mediated

inhibition of rpsT P2 and rrnB P1 promoters (left) or

activation of thrABC (right). For rpsT P2 and rrnB

P1, IC50 values for TraR inhibition of WT-RNAP

(black bar), bA474V-RNAP (blue bar), and bA474L-RNAP (brown bar) are plotted relative to WT-RNAP (normalized to 1.0). For thrABC, fold-activation (relative to

no TraR) at 500 nM TraR is plotted relative to WT-RNAP (normalized to 1.0). Averages with SDs from 3 independent experiments are shown.

See also Figures S6 and S7, Table S2, and Video S2.
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but not in later complexes (Table S2). Substitution of these resi-

dues would be expected to affect RPo formation by altering the

multi-step energy landscape of RPo formation, even though they

do not interact with promoter DNA in RPo itself. RNAPswith sub-

stitutions for bR378 and bR394, basic residues that interact with

promoter DNA in T-RPi1.5b but not in RPo (Figure 5C), were

defective not only in TraR-mediated inhibition but also in basal

transcription (Figure S7H), which is consistent with a model in

which Es70-promoter interactions that stabilize the T-RPi1.5b in-

termediate are important for TraR-mediated inhibition and for

transcription in the absence of TraR.

s70
1.1 Ejection

In T-RPi2, the intermediate following T-RPi1.5b, T�7(nt) is

engaged in its s70
2 pocket, and the single-stranded nt-strand

DNA from�11 to�5 interacts with the RNAP in a manner similar

to that in RPo, but in contrast to RPo, s70
1.1 remains in the RNAP

cleft (Figures 6A and 6B). The 5-nt transcription bubble of

T-RPi1.5b is extended to at least 6 nt, but the full extent of the

T-RPi2 transcription bubble cannot be determined because the

downstream single-stranded-double-stranded(ss-ds) junction

and the downstream duplex DNA in this complex lack cryo-EM

density (Figure 6B). Masking, particle subtraction, and focused

classification approaches failed to identify interpretable density

for the downstream DNA, indicating that it is highly dynamic.

In the next intermediate (T-preRPo), the transcription bubble is

fully formed (13 nt, from �11 to +2) and the downstream duplex

DNA occupies the RNAP channel, displacing s70
1.1 (Figure 6C)

and initiating the late stages of the pathway (Figure 2). We call

this complex T-preRPo because the blobe-Si1 is still in its

rotated conformation, interacting with TraR, which remains

bound to the complex (Figures 6C and S7I).

Next in the pathway is T-RPo, in which TraR remains bound,

but the rest of the RNAP, including the blobe-Si1, attains an

RPo-like conformation (Figure S7I). Although the DNA is in an

RPo-like state, T-preRPo and T-RPo would not be transcription-

ally active because the presence of TraR sterically blocks folding

of the trigger-loop (critical for efficient catalysis) (Vassylyev et al.,

2007; Wang et al., 2006; Windgassen et al., 2014) and also

blocks binding of the 30-NTP substrate (Chen et al., 2019b).

DISCUSSION

We observed seven different intermediate structures that delin-

eate changes in the conformation of both Es70 and the rpsT P2

promoter on the pathway to forming transcription-capable

RPo. These intermediates were observed in the presence of

TraR, which inhibits transcription from rpsT P2 by increasing

the occupancy of intermediates earlier in the kinetic pathway

(Rutherford et al., 2009; Gopalkrishnan et al., 2017), facilitating

their structure determination.

Analysis of the structures of RPo intermediates provides in-

sights into the mechanism of transcription initiation. Early inter-

mediates reveal unanticipated transient events, including the

melting of the�12 bp and capture of the T�9(t) base.We propose

that these intermediate structures define steps in DNA opening

Figure 6. T-RPi1.5b 4 T-RPi2 4 T-preRPo; Transcription Bubble Completion and s70
1.1 Ejection

At top, the order of structures through the RPo formation pathway (see Figure 2). The progression from T-RPi1.5b4 T-RPi24 T-preRPo, highlighted in red, is the

focus of this figure.

(A–C) Overall view of T-RPi1.5b (A), T-RPi2 (B), and T-preRPo (C). Es70 is shown as molecular surfaces, with core RNAP transparent, revealing the RNAP active

site Mg2+ (sand-colored sphere), TraR in the secondary channel, and either s70
1.1 (T-RPi1.5b and T-RPi2) or downstream duplex DNA (T-preRPo) in the RNAP

channel. The bprotrusion (light blue, transparent) and blobe-Si1 (slate blue, transparent) are outlined.

(A) T-RPi1.5b: downstream duplex DNA is accommodated in the gap between the bprotrusion and blobe-Si1. The empty T�7(nt) pocket in s70
2 is denoted.

(B) T-RPi2: the�10 element T�7(nt) is engaged in its cognate s70 pocket, the transcription bubble advances in the downstream direction, and the single-stranded

nt-strand downstream to �4 is positioned in the complex, much like RPo. The downstream edge of the transcription bubble and downstream duplex DNA are

disordered and s70
1.1 occupies that RNAP channel.

(C) T-preRPo: the transcription bubble is fully formed (�11 to +2). The downstream duplex DNA is accommodated in the RNAP channel in place of the ejec-

ted s70
1.1.

See also Videos S3 and S4.
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at most if not all Es70 promoters and discuss the implications of

this model for regulation. Finally, we outline how these com-

plexes inform models of DNA opening.

The RNAP Clamp
Clamp dynamics play an important role in promoter melting for

all cellular RNAPs (Boyaci et al., 2019; Chakraborty et al., 2012;

Feklistov et al., 2017; He et al., 2013; Schulz et al., 2016). In our

cryo-EM structures of TraR bound to Es70, the range of clamp

motions in solution was narrowed by TraR binding (Chen et al.,

2019b). Analysis of RNAP clamp positions in the TraR-Es70-pro-

moter intermediates (relative to RPo) revealed that the initial

Es70-promoter complex, T-RPc, has the most open clamp (7.2�

open; Figure S7I). Transient closing of the clamp in T-RPc would

pinch the DNA between the bprotrusion and s70
2 (Figure 3A),

which may respond by untwisting, facilitating A�11(nt) flipping

and capture by s70
2, thereby initiating bubble nucleation (Feklis-

tov et al., 2017). In the early intermediate complexes in which

A�11 capture is first detected (T-RPi1–T-RPi1.5b), the clamp is

�5� open. The clamp generally closes as the pathway ap-

proaches RPo, but not monotonically (Figure S7I).

RPo Formation Involves Transient Melting of the –12 bp
The first intermediate visualizing bubble nucleation, T-RPi1,

reveals that A�11(nt) capture occurs before or concurrent with

W-dyad isomerization and results in transient �12 bp melting

due to steric clash with W433 (Figures 4C and S6B). Subse-

quently, theW433 side chain rotates into the chair conformation,

relieving steric clash and stabilizing �12 bp formation by stack-

ing on the exposed downstream face of the �12(nt) base

(Figures 4D and S6C). We suggest that this transient �12 bp

melting may occur at most promoters and could help explain

the conservation of the TA bp at the�12 position (Shultzaberger

et al., 2007).

T-RPi1.5b Is Likely on the Pathway during Basal RPo
Formation and Is Stabilized by TraR
We designed rpsT P2* to trap an early melting intermediate de-

tected by footprints of complexes formed on a fully duplex

rpsT P2 T�7A promoter fragment. Protection of this intermediate

against DNase I extends downstream to �+6 (Figure S1A), and

the transcription bubble likely extends from �11 to between

�8 and�5, corresponding to a bubble of 4–8 nt (Figure 1C, lanes

6 and 7). T-RPi1.5b, the prominent intermediate observed by

cryo-EM with rpsT P2* (Figures 2A, 5C, and 6A), has a transcrip-

tion bubble of 5 nt (�11 to �7) and downstream DNA contacts

that extend to +4. Since the size of the transcription bubble de-

tected byKMnO4 footprinting and the limits of DNase I protection

of the rpsT P2 T�7A promoter are consistent with the properties

of the T-RPi1.5b complex, we conclude that the structurally and

biochemically detected intermediate are the same, indicating

that the pre-formed bubble in rpsT P2* is not required for the for-

mation of the intermediate.

Several lines of evidence support the hypothesis that the

T-RPi1.5b intermediate, or a similar complex, is on the normal

RPo formation pathway, even in the absence of TraR. First, at

23�C, the KMnO4 and DNase I footprints on the rpsT P2(T�7A)

promoter were very similar with or without TraR (Figure 1C, lanes

6 and 7), indicating that TraR is not required for its formation.

Second, substitutions of Es70 residues that interact with the

DNA in T-RPi1.5b but not in RPo affect ‘‘basal’’ transcription

(i.e., transcription in the absence of TraR) and inhibition by

TraR (Figure S7H). Third, the rpsT P2* promoter fragment con-

tains mismatched base pairs within the�10 element (Figure 2A),

and thus would be expected to stimulate basal transcription

compared to the duplex WT-rpsT P2 promoter. However, tran-

scription from rpsT P2* in the absence of TraR is weaker than

transcription fromWT-rpsT P2 (35% ofWT-rpsT P2; Figure S1E),

suggesting that pre-melting upstream bases does not provide

enough free energy to overcome subsequent conversions

when the conserved T�7(nt) is replaced by adenine. This demon-

strates the key role of T�7(nt) binding to its cognate s70 pocket

(Feklistov and Darst, 2011) in driving subsequent opening

(see below).

T-RPi2, s70
1.1 Ejection, and Completion of the

Transcription Bubble
The finding that rpsT P2* (with the T�7A(nt) substitution) yields

the stable intermediate T-RPi1.5b with s70
1.1 occupying the

RNAP channel without proceeding to RPo, while the WT-rpsT

P2 yields RPo-like complexes in which the downstream duplex

DNA displaces s70
1.1 (despite the presence of TraR), suggests

that engagement of T�7(nt) with its cognate s70
2 pocket is an

important determinant of s70
1.1 ejection. The pathway pro-

gresses from T-RPi1.5b, with its 5-nt transcription bubble, to

T-preRPo with its complete 13-nt transcription bubble through

a single intermediate (T-RPi2) in which the extent of the tran-

scription bubble and the path of the downstream duplex DNA

are highly dynamic (Figure 6). This suggests that propagation

of the transcription bubble downstream to the start site (from

��4 to +2) occurs rapidly following nucleation and melting of

the �10 element, which is consistent with kinetic analyses of

RPo formation (Hubin et al., 2017a; Ruff et al., 2015; Saecker

et al., 2011)

TheComplete RPo Formation Pathway and TraR Binding
Video S3 illustrates the entire RPo formation pathway, starting

with the blobe-Si1 rotation induced by TraR binding to RNAP.

The blobe-Si1 remains rotated throughout most of the pathway

(until T-RPo), reflecting TraR binding, but how does this relate

to basal RPo formation in the absence of TraR? Only one inter-

mediate on the pathway, T-RPi1.5b, appears to require blobe-

Si1 rotation for its formation. We argue above that T-RPi1.5b is

on the basal pathway, and by extension, we suggest that

blobe-Si1 rotation occurs at this point during the basal pathway,

but transiently. In early steps of the pathway preceding

T-RPi1.5b (T-RPc 4 T-RPi1 4 T-RPi1.5a), the promoter DNA

is far from the blobe-Si1 and it does not appear that blobe-Si1

rotation would affect these steps directly, suggesting that the

salient structural features of these intermediates (binding of

duplex DNA in T-RPc, transcription bubble nucleation in

T-RPi1, and subsequent W-dyad isomerization) reflect steps in

the standard RPo formation pathway with or without TraR.

TraR stabilization of the blobe-Si1 rotation likely increases the

occupancy of these early intermediates by increasing the popu-

lation of T-RPi1.5b, facilitating our analysis of their structure.
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Video S4 illustrates the hypothetical RPo formation pathway in

the absence of TraR.

Five Base-Specific Pockets in Es70 Modulate RPo
Formation
We note that RPo formation is controlled, in part, by base-spe-

cific pockets distributed throughout the Es70 structure. The

cognate pockets for A�11(nt) and T�7(nt) in s70 are essential for

transcription bubble nucleation and�10 element melting (Feklis-

tov and Darst, 2011), and these interactions aremaintained in the

final RPo. The protrusion pocket discovered here binds T�9(t)

transiently (Figure 5D), contributing to regulation by TraR (Fig-

ure 5E), and may play a role in RPo formation in the absence of

factors (Figure 1C, lane 6). A binding site for G�5(nt) also plays

a role in modulating RPo lifetime and regulation by ppGpp/

DksA (Haugen et al., 2006; 2008b). Finally, G+2(nt) binds in an

RNAP b-subunit pocket (Zhang et al., 2012). These 5 separate

pockets and the myriad possible interactions with different pro-

moter sequences give rise to a combinatorial effect that contrib-

utes to the 10,000-fold variation in initiation rates in vivo and

in vitro (McClure, 1985; Ruff et al., 2015).

While A�11(nt) and T�7(nt) are present in nearly all Es70 pro-

moters (Shultzaberger et al., 2007; Feklistov and Darst, 2011),

G�5(nt) andG+2(nt) are not conservedbutmodulateRPo formation

when they are present (Haugen et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2012).

T�9(t) is alsonot strongly conserved, but it is enriched inpromoters

that are negatively regulated, and underrepresented in promoters

that are positively regulated, by DksA/ppGpp and TraR (Sanchez-

Vazquez et al., 2019). This illustrates how transcription factor pro-

moter specificity can depend on DNA sequences that contribute

to the occupancy of transient intermediates that are not repre-

sented in the initial or final steps in the mechanism.

Relation to Previously Identified Intermediates
It has long been appreciated that RPo formation is a multi-step

process (Buc and McClure, 1985; Hawley and McClure, 1982;

Kadesch et al., 1982; Roe et al., 1984; Rosenberg et al., 1982;

Walter et al., 1967). RPo formation intermediates of Eco Es70

have been characterized on several promoters (Rogozina et al.,

2009; Rutherford et al., 2009; Sclavi et al., 2005), none more

extensively than lPR, where 3 ‘‘kinetically significant’’ intermedi-

ates in RPo formation at lPR, I1, I2, and I3 have been identified

(reviewed in Ruff et al., 2015). I1 is proposed to comprise an

ensemble of closed complexes. The rate-limiting conversion

from I1 to I2 involves opening the entire transcription bubble,

loading the DNA into the RNAP cleft, and ejecting s70
1.1 (Ruff

et al., 2015). Thus, partially melted intermediates have not

been observed at this promoter.

A study of the kinetics of RPo formation by Mycobacterium

tuberculosis (Mtb) RNAP on theMtb rrnA P3 promoter identified

a minimum of 2 significant intermediates, termed RP1 and RP2

(Hubin et al., 2017a). The structure of a partially melted interme-

diate, proposed to correspond to RP2, was revealed by cryo-

EM (Boyaci et al., 2019). The intermediate contained an 8-nt

bubble (�11 to �4). The RP2 intermediate is not structurally

similar to any of the intermediates observed here, but it would

lie between T-RPi2 and T-preRPo. Given the differences in the

nature of the N-terminal domains ofMtb sA and Eco Es70 (Hubin

et al., 2017b), in lineage-specific insertions in b and b0 (Lane and

Darst, 2010), and the presence of Mtb factors not found in Eco

(Hubin et al., 2017a), it is unclear whether Eco Es70 would signif-

icantly populate an equivalent intermediate. Thus, it is not

surprising that an RP2-like complex was not observed here

with Eco Es70.

Clearly, the two or three significant intermediates identified at

Mtb rrnA P3 and Eco lPR cannot account for the seven interme-

diates observed here (Figure 2A). We suggest that ensemble

footprinting or fluorescence approaches do not have the sensi-

tivity and/or temporal resolution to distinguish some of the inter-

mediates identified in our structures. Thus, I1, I2, I3, RP1, RP2,

and other intermediates described previously are likely ensem-

bles of many intermediates that accumulate at kinetic bottle-

necks along the RPo formation pathway.

Does DNA opening involve the same steps at every promoter

or does the pathway depend on promoter sequence? We pro-

pose that RPo formation by Es70 proceeds through very similar

conformational changes defined by these intermediates,

whether or not assisted by transcription factors. Because bind-

ing free energy drives each interconversion, the overall net gain

in Es70-DNA interactions versus the cost of duplex DNA disrup-

tion at each step determines the corresponding rate constants

(Haugen et al., 2008a; Ruff et al., 2015). As DNA sequence dic-

tates the significance of each step (i.e., whether a particular

step is rate -limiting), not all intermediates are significantly popu-

lated at a given promoter, and additional intermediates not

described here may be identifiable at other promoters. These ki-

netic differences allow regulators (as well as changes in growth

conditions) to alter rates at target promoters without significantly

affecting others (Haugen et al., 2008a) to generate the wide

range of promoter strength in vivo.

Mechanism of Promoter Melting
Generalmodels for themechanismofRPo formation byEs70 have

been framed by two extremes that posit where duplex DNA un-

winding occurs in RNAP (reviewed by Mazumder and Kapanidis,

2019), either outside (melt-load model) or inside the RNAP cleft

(load-melt model). The melt-load model arose from analysis of

bacterial RNAP-holoenzyme crystal structures (the only

structures available until recently) that showed a closed-

clamp conformation that could not accommodate duplex DNA

(Vassylyev et al., 2002). It was thus proposed that duplex DNA

positionedoutside thecleft couldunwindandonlysingle-stranded

DNAwould be allowed into theRNAPcleft (Vassylyev et al., 2002).

The load-melt model is consistent with footprinting and other

kinetic studies, primarily at lPR, that suggest that the ensemble

of closed (i.e., KMnO4 non-reactive) complexes includes com-

plexes in which the duplex DNA downstream of the�10 element

is protected inside the RNAP cleft (Gries et al., 2010; Saecker

et al., 2011). This model requires conformational changes in

the RNAP to allow the entry of duplex DNA into the cleft. Early

crystal structures defined a mobile structural element of the

RNAP called the clamp, the opening of whichwould allow duplex

DNA entry (Gnatt et al., 2001). Multiple conformational states of

the RNAP clamp have been observed in solution by cryo-EM

(Boyaci et al., 2018; Chen et al., 2019b) and single-molecule fluo-

rescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) (Chakraborty et al.,
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2012), which has also been used to observe clamp opening and

closing dynamics directly (Duchi et al., 2018). It should be noted

that conformational changes of the blobe could also play a role in

allowing DNA access to the RNAP cleft (Boyaci et al., 2019; Chen

et al., 2010).

The results of this study, combined with other available evi-

dence, support a combination of both models. Consistent with

a melt-load model, the downstream duplex DNA in T-RPc (Fig-

ure 3) is located outside the cleft, and subsequent intermediates

clearly show that transcription bubble nucleation occurs outside

the cleft (T-RPi1, T-RPi1.5a; Figures 4C and 4D).

However, consistent with a load-melt model, the effects of

antibiotics suggest a role for clamp dynamics in RPo formation

(Boyaci et al., 2019; Feklistov et al., 2017; Lin et al., 2018;

Srivastava et al., 2011). The RP2 intermediate observed

with Mtb RNAP contains a partial bubble with the duplex

DNA to be ultimately melted in RPo (including the transcription

start site) enclosed in the RNAP cleft, indicating that

final melting of the start site occurs within the RNAP cleft (Boy-

aci et al., 2019). Further structural characterization of RPo for-

mation intermediates, now enabled by advances in cryo-EM,

on diverse promoters and with and without transcription fac-

tors, will be required to further delineate the promoter melting

mechanism.
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LEAD CONTACT AND MATERIALS AVAILABILITY

All unique/stable reagents generated in this study are available without restriction from the Lead Contact, Seth A. Darst (darst@

rockefeller.edu).

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

RNAP core (a2bb’u), s
70, and TraR are proteins found in Eco. For protein expression, Eco BL21(DE3) [Eco str. B F– ompT gal dcm lon

hsdSB(rB
–mB

–) l(DE3 [lacI lacUV5-T7p07 ind1 sam7 nin5]) [malB+]K-12(l
S)] was used.

METHOD DETAILS

Protein Expression and Purification
Eco RNAP (harboring full-length a-subunits), s70, and TraR were purified as described previously (Chen et al., 2019b). A pET-based

plasmid overexpressing each subunit of Eco RNAP (full-length a, b, u) as well as b’-PPX-His10 (PPX; PreScission protease site,

LEVLFQGP, GE Healthcare) was co-transformed with a pACYCDuet-1 plasmid containing Eco rpoZ (encoding u) into Eco

BL21(DE3) (Novagen). Protein expression was induced with 1 mM isopropyl b-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) for 4 hr at 30�C. Cells
were harvested and lysed with a French Press (Avestin) at 4�C. Lysate was precipitated using polyethyleneimine [PEI, 10% (w/v),

pH 8.0, Acros Organics]. Pellets were washed and RNAP was eluted. The PEI elutions were precipitated with ammonium sulfate.

Pellets were harvested, resuspended and loaded on to HiTrap IMAC HP columns (GE Healthcare Life Sciences) for purification by

nickel affinity chromatography. Bound RNAP was washed on column, eluted and dialyzed. Dialyzed RNAP was loaded onto a

Continued
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GraphPad Prism GraphPad http://www.graphpad.com/scientific-

software/prism/

ImageQuant 5.2 GE Healthcare, Pittsburgh PA N/A

m/z- Knexus edition Proteometrics, LLC N/A

Molprobity Chen et al., 2010 http://molprobity.biochem.duke.edu

MotionCor2 Zheng et al., 2017 N/A

MTRIAGE Afonine et al., 2018 https://www.phenix-online.org/

documentation/reference/mtriage.html

PDBePISA Krissinel and Henrick, 2007 https://www.ebi.ac.uk/pdbe/pisa/

PHENIX Adams et al., 2010 https://www.phenix-online.org/

documentation/index.html

Qual Browser Thermo Xcalibur version 3.0.63 Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc. Thermo Scientific MS instruments

RELION Scheres, 2012 https://github.com/3dem/relion

SBGrid Morin et al., 2013 https://sbgrid.org/

SerialEM Mastronarde, 2005 http://bio3d.colorado.edu/SerialEM

The PyMOL Molecular Graphics System Schrödinger, LLC https://pymol.org/2/

UCSF Chimera Pettersen et al., 2004 https://www.cgl.ucsf.edu/chimera

UniDec version 3.2 Marty et. al., 2015 https://github.com/michaelmarty/

UniDec/releases

Other

Bio-Rex 70 cation exchange resin, analytical grade,

100-200 mesh

Bio-Rad Cat# 1425842

C-flat CF-1.2/1.3 400 mesh gold grids Electron Microscopy Sciences Cat# CF413-100-Au

HiLoad 26/600 Superdex 200 pg GE Healthcare Life Sciences Cat# 28989336

HiTrap IMAC HP GE Healthcare Life Sciences Cat# 17092003

Isotope [a-32P]UTP Perkin Elmer Cat # BLU507H500UCI

Isotope [a32P]-dCTP Perkin Elmer Cat # BLU013H250UCI

Superose 6 INCREASE 10/300 GL GE Healthcare Life Sciences Cat# 29091596

Zeba Micro Spin Desalting Columns, 40K MWCO Thermo Pierce Cat. # 87765
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Biorex-70 column (Bio-Rad) for purification by ion exchange chromatography. Eluted RNAP was concentrated by centrifugal

filtration, then loaded onto a HiLoad 26/600 Superdex 200 column (GE Healthcare Life Sciences) for purification by size exclusion

chromatography. Purified RNAP was supplemented with glycerol to 20% (v/v), flash frozen in liquid N2, and stored at �80�C.
Eco s70 was purified as described previously (Chen et al., 2019b). Plasmid encoding Eco His10-SUMO-s70 was transformed into

Eco BL21(DE3) (Novagen). Protein expression was induced with 1 mM IPTG for 1 hr at 30�C. Cells were harvested and lysed with a

French Press (Avestin) at 4�C. Lysate was loaded onto a HiTrap IMAC HP column (GE Healthcare Life Sciences) for purification

by nickel affinity chromatography. Eluted s70 was cleaved with ULPI SUMO protease (Thermo Fisher Scientific) to remove the

His10-SUMO-tag from s70, followed by dialysis. Cleaved sample was further purified on a HiTrap IMAC HP column (GE Healthcare

Life Sciences). Tagless s70 was collected in the flowthrough and concentrated by centrifugal filtration. The sample was then loaded

onto a HiLoad 16/60 Superdex 200 for purification by size exclusion chromatography. Purified s70 was supplemented with glycerol to

a final concentration of 20% (v/v), flash-frozen in liquid N2, and stored at �80�

Eco TraR was purified as described previously (Chen et al., 2019b). His10-SUMO-TraR plasmid was transformed into Eco

BL21(DE3) (Novagen). Protein expression was inducedwith 1mM IPTG for 3 hr at 37�C. Cells were harvested and lysed with a French

Press (Avestin) at 4�C. The supernatant was loaded onto HiTrap IMAC HP columns (GE Healthcare Life Sciences) for purification

by nickel affinity chromatography. Eluted TraR was cleaved with ULPI SUMO protease (Thermo Fisher Scientific) to remove the

His10-SUMO-tag, followed by dialysis. Cleaved sample was further purified on a HiTrap IMAC HP column (GE Healthcare Life

Sciences). Tagless TraR was collected in the flowthrough and concentrated by centrifugal filtration. The sample was loaded onto

a HiLoad 16/60 Superdex 200 column (GE Healthcare Life Sciences) and purified by size exclusion chromatography. Purified

TraR was concentrated by centrifugal filtration, flash-frozen in liquid N2, and stored at �80�C.

Native mass spectrometry analysis
The RNAP holoenzyme (holo) was assembled by incubating RNAP core and s70 (1:1.3 molar ratio) at room temperature (RT) for

10 min. TraR was then added at five-fold molar excess to an aliquot of the RNAP holo and incubated at RT for 10 min. The resulting

samples (RNAP holo with and without TraR) were concentrated using Amicon Ultra 0.5-mL centrifugal filters (EMDMillipore, Burling-

ton, MA) with a 100 kDa molecular weight cutoff (MWCO).

The samples were buffer-exchanged into native MS solution (150 mM ammonium acetate, pH 7.5, 0.01% Tween-20) using Zeba

microspin desalting columns (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) with a 40-kDa MWCO (Olinares et al., 2016). The promoter

DNA (rpsT P2: �60 to +25) was initially desalted into HPLC-grade H2O. Prior to mixing, the concentrations of the protein complex

post-buffer exchange and the DNA components were determined using a NanoDrop spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific).

To assemble the protein-DNA complexes, the promoter DNA was mixed at 3.2- to 4-fold excess with the buffer-exchanged protein

sample and incubated at RT for 10 min. The ammonium acetate concentration of the sample was varied from 75 mM to 300 mM to

determine optimal conditions for complex assembly.

For native MS analysis, 2–3 mL of sample was loaded into a gold-coated quartz emitter that was prepared in-house and then

electrosprayed into an Exactive Plus EMR instrument (Thermo Fisher Scientific) with a static nanospray source. The typical MS

parameters include: spray voltage, 1.0–1.4 kV; capillary temperature, 100�C - 150�C; in-source dissociation, 10 V; S-lens RF level,

200; resolving power, 8,750 or 17,500 at m/z of 200; AGC target, 13 106; maximum injection time, 200ms; number of microscans, 5;

injection flatapole, 8 V; interflatapole, 4 V; bent flatapole, 4 V; high energy collision dissociation (HCD), 200 V; ultrahigh vacuum pres-

sure, 6-83 10�10 mbar; total number of scans, at least 100. Mass calibration in EMRmode was performed using cesium iodide. The

acquired MS spectra were visualized using Thermo Xcalibur Qual Browser (version 3.0.63) and deconvolution was performed either

manually or using UniDec v 3.2 (Marty et al., 2015; Reid et al., 2019). The deconvolved spectra from UniDec were plotted using the

m/z software (Proteometrics LLC, New York, NY). Experimental masses were reported as the average mass ± standard deviation

(SD) across all the calculated mass values obtained within the observed charge state distribution. The experimentally determined

masses include: 470,745 ± 15 Da (0.02% mass error) for the TraR-Es70 complex; 523,900 ± 150 Da (0.16% mass error) for

the TraR-Es70-rpsT P2 complex; 462,740 ± 25 Da (0.07% mass error) for Es70; 452,700 ± 20 Da (0.09% mass error) for the

Es70-u complex; 515,800 ± 160 Da (0.2% mass error) for the Es70-rpsT P2 complex.

KMnO4 and DNase I footprinting
Wt or T-7A rpsTP2 promoter fragments were 32P-30 end labeled in the nt-strand by linearizing 15 mg of plasmid DNA by NheI digestion

[pRLG11272, wt, (Gopalkrishnan et al., 2017); or pRLG12844, T-7A], followed by incubation with a32P-dCTP (Perkin Elmer, Waltham,

MA) and Sequenase Version 2.0 (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Promoter fragments were then generated by digestion with NcoI, purified

by 5% acrylamide gel electrophoresis, eluted by diffusion and concentrated using a PCR Purification Kit (QIAGEN, Hilden, Germany)

as described (Gopalkrishnan et al., 2017). For 30-labeling of the t-strand, plasmid DNA was digested at the Nco I site, labeled, and

fragments were generated by Nhe I digestion. Promoter complexes were formed by incubation for 10 min at the indicated temper-

atures with RNAP (20 nM) and TraR (1 mM), where indicated, in 10 mM Tris-Cl, pH 8.0, 10 mMMgCl2, 1 mM DTT, 0.1 mg/ml BSA and

30 mM KCl. For KMnO4 footprinting, complexes were incubated with 2 mM KMnO4 for 30 s, then samples were ethanol precipitated

twice, incubated with 1M piperidine at 90�C for 30min, ethanol precipitated and run on 9.5% acrylamide, 7 M urea gels as described

(Winkelman et al., 2015). For DNase I footprinting, complexes were digested with DNase I (Worthington, Columbus, OH; 10 mg/ml) for

30 s, phenol extracted, ethanol precipitated, resuspended and analyzed by gel electrophoresis as for KMnO4 samples. Gels were
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dried, visualized by phosphorimaging and quantified using ImageQuant 5.2 (GE Healthcare, Pittsburgh PA). RNAPs, wt or variant,

were purified by overexpression in Eco BL21(DE3) from derivatives of the multisubunit RNAP plasmid pIA900 (Svetlov and Artsimo-

vitch, 2015), or derivatives containing b or b’ (b’D215-220: pRLG10030; bA474V: pRLG15444; b474L, pRLG15445).

In vitro transcription assays
In vitro transcription was carried out on supercoiled templates as described (Gopalkrishnan et al., 2017). Multiple-round in vitro tran-

scription assays were performed on linear rpsT 2 fragments with �60/+25 endpoints (Figures S1E and S1F). Transcription reactions

(25 mL) containing 40 nM DNA, TraR (0 - 2 mM), 60 nM RNAP and NTPs (500 mM CTP, 200 mM GTP, 200 mM ATP, 10 mM UTP, 1 mCi

[a-32P] UTP) were incubated in buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.9, 170 mM NaCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 1 mM DTT and 0.1 mg/ml BSA) at room

temperature (�23�C) for 15minutes andwere terminated by addition of equal volume of stop solution. Transcripts were separated on

8% acrylamide-7M urea denaturing gels and analyzed by phosphoimaging.

Preparation of TraR-RNAP-DNA complexes for Cryo-EM
RNAP holo was formed by mixing RNAP core and a 2-fold molar excess of s70 and incubating for 15 minutes at RT. RNAP holo was

purified over a Superose 6 Increase 10/300 GL column (GE Healthcare, Pittsburgh, PA) in gel filtration buffer (10 mMTris-HCl, pH 8.0,

200 mM KCl, 5 mMMgCl2, 10 mM ZnCl2, 2.5 mM DTT). The eluted RNAP holo was concentrated to �10.0 mg/mL (�20 mM) by cen-

trifugal filtration (Amicon Ultra). TraR was added (5-fold molar excess over RNAP) and the sample was incubated for 15 min at RT.

Duplex rpsT P2 promoter fragment (�60 to +25, Integrated DNA Technologies, Coralville, IA), either wild-type (Figure 1A) or rpsT P2*

(Figure 2A), was added to the concentrated TraR-RNAP to 3-fold molar excess. The sample was incubated for 20 min at RT prior to

cryo-EM grid preparation.

Cryo-EM grid preparation
CHAPSO {3-([3-cholamidopropyl]dimethylammonio)-2-hydroxy-1-propanesulfonate} (Anatrace, Maumee, OH) was added to the

samples to a final concentration of 8 mM (Chen et al., 2019a). The final buffer condition for all the cryo-EM samples was 10 mM

Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 100 mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 10 mM ZnCl2, 2.5 mM DTT, 8 mM CHAPSO. C-flat holey carbon grids (CF-1.2/1.3-

4Au, Protochips, Morrisville, NC) were glow-discharged for 20 s prior to the application of 3.5 mL of the samples. Using a Vitrobot

Mark IV (Thermo Fisher Scientific Electron Microscopy, Hillsboro, OR), grids were blotted and plunge-froze into liquid ethane with

100% chamber humidity at 22�C.

Cryo-EM data acquisition and processing
TraR-RNAP-wt-rpsT P2 complexes

Grids were imaged using a 300 keV Titan Krios (Thermo Fisher Scientific Electron Microscopy) equipped with a K2 Summit direct

electron detector (Gatan, Pleasanton, CA). Images were recorded with Serial EM (Mastronarde, 2005) with a pixel size of 1.3 Å

over a defocus range of �0.5 mm to �3.0 mm. Movies were recorded in super-resolution mode at 8 electrons/physical pixel/s in

dose-fractionation mode with subframes of 0.2 s over a 10 s exposure (50 frames) to give a total dose of 80 electrons/physical pixel.

Dose-fractionated movies were gain-normalized, drift-corrected, binned, summed, and dose-weighted using MotionCor2 (Zheng

et al., 2017). The contrast transfer function was estimated for each summed image using Gctf (Zhang, 2016). Gautomatch (developed

by K. Zhang, MRC Laboratory of Molecular Biology, Cambridge, UK, https://www.mrc-lmb.cam.ac.uk/kzhang/Gautomatch) was

used to pick particles with an auto-generated template. Picked particles were extracted from the dose-weighted images in RELION

(Scheres, 2012) using a box size of 256 pixels. The TraR-RNAP-wt-rpsT P2 dataset consisted of 5,330 motion-corrected images with

1,189,185 particles (Figure S2). A subset of the particles were used to generate an initial model of the complex in cryoSPARC (ab initio

reconstruction) (Punjani et al., 2017) to generate a 3D template for RELION. In RELION, a consensus refinement was performed using

the extracted particles and the cryoSPARC-generated initial model resulting in a 5.5 Å map (Figure S2). Using the refinement

parameters, 3D classification (N = 2) was performed on the particles without alignment, revealing a high resolution class with

370,441 particles (nominal resolution 3.9 Å) after RELION 3D auto-refinement and a low-resolution ‘junk’ class that could not be

classified further. Using the refinement parameters, a subsequent 3D classification (N = 2) was performed on the high-resolution par-

ticles without alignment, revealing distinct classes with different DNA configurations: Class 1a contained duplex DNA bound to RNAP

while class 1b contained a transcription bubble. Subsequent 3D masked classification (N = 2, without alignment) was performed on

particles from class 1a using amask around the downstreamDNA, bprotrusion, ands70
2. Classification revealed two distinct classes:

TRPc and TRPi1 (Figure S2). Using the refinement parameters, subtractive 3D classification (N = 3) was performed on the particles

from class 1b by subtracting density outside of TraR, blobe-Si1, b’Si3, and the downstream channel, followed by classifying the re-

maining density with a mask. Classification revealed three distinct classes: TRPi2, TpreRPo and TRPo (Figure S2). After 3D classi-

fications, the particles within each class were further processed using RELION CTF refinement and Bayesian Polishing. RELION 3D

auto-refinement and post-processing of the polished particles resulted in structures with the following nominal resolutions: TRPc

(3.4 Å), TRPi1 (3.4 Å), TRPi2 (3.9 Å), TpreRPo (3.5 Å), TRPo (3.7 Å). Local resolution calculations were generated using blocres

and blocfilt from the Bsoft package (Cardone et al., 2013).
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TraR-RNAP-rpsT P2* complexes

Grids were imaged as for the TraR-RNAP-wt-rpsT P2 dataset with the following exceptions: 1) The defocus range was �0.5 mm to

�2.0 mm. Data were collected with a dose of 5.6 electrons/pixelx/s. Images were recorded over a 15 s exposure using 0.3 s sub-

frames (50 total frames) to give a total dose of 84 electrons/physical pixel. Dose-fractionated subframes were gain-normalized,

drift-corrected, binned, summed, and dose-weighted using MotionCor2 (Zheng et al., 2017) in RELION 3.0 (Zivanov et al., 2018).

The contrast transfer function was estimated for each summed image using CTFFIND4 (Rohou and Grigorieff, 2015). The TraR-

RNAP-rpsT P2* dataset consisted of 1,500 motion-corrected images with 523,503 particles (Figure S5A). A subset of the particles

was subjected to cryoSPARC ab initio reconstruction (Punjani et al., 2017) to generate a 3D template for RELION refinements and

classifications. In RELION, 3D classification (N = 2) was performed on the extracted particles with alignment to the cryoSPARC

ab initio reconstruction. Classification revealed a low- resolution class and a high-resolution class containing 150,387 particles

with nominal resolution of 4.6 Å after RELION 3D auto-refinement. Refinement metadata and post-processing were used as inputs

for RELION CTF refinement and RELION Bayesian Polishing (Zivanov et al., 2018). Polishing improved the map to a nominal resolu-

tion of 3.1 Å after RELION 3D auto-refinement. Using the refinement parameters, subtractive 3D classification (N = 3) was performed

on the polished particles by subtracting density outside of s70
1.1, s

70
2, b-lobe, b-protrusion, and downstream DNA, followed by a 3D

classification of the remaining density with amask. This classification revealed two distinct classes: TRPi1.5a (class2a) and TRPi1.5b

(class 2b and class 2c combined; Figure S5A). Particles from the TRPi1.5a class were further processed using RELION CTF

refinement and RELION Bayesian Polishing, resulting in an improved map with a nominal resolution of 3.5 Å after RELION 3D

auto-refinement and post-processing. RELION CTF refinement and RELION Bayesian Polishing did not improve the resolution of

the TRPi1.5b class (nominal resolution of 3.0 Å after RELION 3D auto-refinement and post-processing).

Model building and refinement
For initial models of the complexes, the TraR-RNAP structure (PDB ID 6N57) (Chen et al., 2019b) was manually fit into the cryo-EM

density maps using Chimera (Pettersen et al., 2004) and real-space refined using Phenix (Adams et al., 2010). The DNAs were mostly

built de novo based on the density maps. For real-space refinement, rigid body refinement with sixteen manually-defined mobile do-

mains was followed by all-atom and B-factor refinement with Ramachandran and secondary structure restraints. Refined models

were inspected and modified in Coot (Emsley and Cowtan, 2004).

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

The nMS spectra were visualized using Thermo Xcalibur Qual Browser (version 3.0.63), deconvolved using UniDec v 3.2 (Marty et al.,

2015; Reid et al., 2019) and plotted using the m/z software (Proteometrics LLC, New York, NY). Experimental masses (Figures 1B,

S1C, and nMS analysis section on Method Details) were reported as the average mass ± standard deviation across all the calculated

mass values obtained within the observed charge state distribution.

ImageQuant 5.2 (GE Healthcare, Pittsburgh PA) was used to visualize and quantify gels. To quantify the transcription assays (Fig-

ures 5E, S1F, S1E, and S7E–S7H), mean values and the standard error of the mean from at least three independent measurements

were calculated.

Structural biology software was accessed through the SBGrid consortium (Morin et al., 2013). The local resolution of the cryo-EM

maps (Figures S3C–S3G, S5G, and S5H) was estimated using blocres (Cardone et al., 2013) with the following parameters: box

size 15, verbose 7, sampling 1.3, and cutoff 0.5. The quantification and statistical analyses for model refinement and validation

were generated using MolProbity (Chen et al., 2010) and PHENIX (Adams et al., 2010).

DATA AND CODE AVAILABILITY

The cryo-EM density maps have been deposited in the EMDataBank under accession codes EMDB: EMD-20460 (TRPc), EMD-

20461 (TPRi1), EMD_20462 (TRPi1.5a), EMD-20463 (TRPi1.5b), EMD-20464 (TRPi2), EMD-20465 (TpreRPo), and EMD-20466

(TRPo). The atomic coordinates have been deposited in the Protein Data Bank under accession codes PDB: 6PSQ (TRPc), 6PSR

(TRPi1), 6PSS (TRPi1.5a), 6PST (TRPi1.5b), 6PSU (TRPi2), 6PSV (TpreRPo), and 6PSW (TRPo).
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